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1012-1913 conferred upon them."1 But he objected to the proposal of the
Age 69-60 Lat)OUr Party merely to reverse the judgment, and in face of con-
siderable opposition from the Radical as well as the Labour benches,
held firmly to the condition that a dissentient minority should not
be compelled to subscribe to a political purpose of which it did not
approve. He was reaay to accept the principle that assent should
be assumed, unless dissent was notified, but where the dissentient
felt strongly enough to declare his objection, he was clear that
a remedy should bo provided.
Parliament sat continuously from 14th February, 1912, to 7th
March, 1913, with a summer recess of two months, and the heat
which was generated by the Irish question extended to all other
subjects. It is by this time all but universally agreed that the Welsh
Church Bill, which, like the Home Rule Bill, was still in the suspen-
sory stage when war broke out, settled on fair and oven generous
terms a controversy which could have only one ending, if the Welsh
Nonconformists, represented by a large majority in Parliament,
persisted in their demand* But at the time it was bitterly resisted
and even denounced as an act of robbery and sacrilege; and when
in later years Asquith became a candidate for the Chancellorship
of Oxford University nothing more weighed the scales against him
with the clerical voters than the reproach of being the author of
Welsh Disestablishment-
Unceasing effort outside as well as in Parliament was needed to
maintain the position of the Government in these months* The
passing of Mr. Lloyd George's InBuranoe Bill in the previous session,
though a great and beneficent administrative achievement, had been
not the end but the beginning of trouble, and all through 1912, the
Government found itself on the defensive against a violent campaign
of opposition and prejudice. Though disclaiming all responsibility
and denouncing many of its provisions the Unionist Party had
shrunk from a frontal attack on the Bill when it was passing through
Parliament in the previous year, but the temporary unpopularity
of the new and imperfectly understood system gave it an opening
of which it took full advantage at by-elections, and the Government
suffered serious reverses at a time when it most needed support*
This proved to be but a passing storm* The party rose to the
occasion without flinching, organised an Insurance Committee
which soon had its emissaries all over the country combating
prejudice and explaining the nature of the Act. In all this Mr*
Lbyd George was indefatigable, and at the beginning of 1913 he
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